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Highly emotional events are associated with vivid “flashbulb” memories. Here we examine whether the flashbulb metaphor characterizes
a previously unknown emotion-enhanced vividness (EEV) during initial perceptual experience. Using a magnitude estimation proce-
dure, human observers estimated the relative magnitude of visual noise overlaid on scenes. After controlling for computational metrics
of objective visual salience, emotional salience was associated with decreased noise, or heightened perceptual vividness, demonstrating
EEV, which predicted later memory vividness. Event-related potentials revealed a posterior P2 component at �200 ms that was associ-
ated with both increased emotional salience and decreased objective noise levels, consistent with EEV. Blood oxygenation level-
dependent response in the lateral occipital complex (LOC), insula, and amygdala predicted online EEV. The LOC and insula represented
complimentary influences on EEV, with the amygdala statistically mediating both. These findings indicate that the metaphorical vivid
light surrounding emotional memories is embodied directly in perceptual cortices during initial experience, supported by cortico-limbic
interactions.

Introduction
Anecdotal and empirical evidence suggests that emotionally im-
portant events hold a special place in memory, where they are
bestowed with a unique subjective vivid character. Here we pro-
pose that emotional events also evoke a previously unknown
heightened subjective richness at the time they are experienced,
rendering emotional events in the mind’s eye with a special phe-
nomenological character we call emotionally enhanced vividness
(EEV).

Emotions are associated with the mutually enhancing effects
of sympathetic arousal (Anderson et al., 2006b) and altered at-
tention (Pessoa et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 2003; Talmi et al.,
2008; Schmitz et al., 2009), which result in facilitated encoding of
emotional events (Anderson and Phelps, 2001; Anderson, 2005;
De Martino et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2009). It is well established that
emotional events are more easily detected under impoverished
conditions where attentional load is taxed (Soares and Ohman,
1993; Anderson, 2005), or stimuli are presented at the threshold
of awareness (Nielsen and Sarason, 1981). Yet it remains unclear
whether emotions change the subjective quality of above thresh-

old perception, resulting in a heightened subjective experience of
perceptual vividness, or EEV.

Suggestive data from neuroscience indicate that emotional
events may be endowed with a special quality of perceptual expe-
rience. Viewing emotionally salient images is associated with en-
hanced engagement of striate (Bradley et al., 2003; Padmala and
Pessoa, 2008) and extrastriate visual cortex (Lang et al., 1998;
Bradley et al., 2003; Vuilleumier et al., 2004; Sabatinelli et al.,
2005), with augmented electrophysiological activity at relatively
early latencies (Schupp et al., 2003). Yet the precise functional
correlates of this visual cortex response remains unknown. Here
we propose that increased visual cortex activation accompanying
emotional events reflects the subjective impression of greater per-
ceptual vividness.

To quantify perceptual vividness we adapted a magnitude es-
timation paradigm designed to measure subjective estimates of
graded magnitudes of sensory stimuli (Stevens, 1957). In our
noise estimation (NE) task, emotionally salient and neutral
scenes were overlaid with sparse “visual noise.” Participants
were asked to estimate the relative degree of “noisiness” of
each picture (Fig. 1). This provided a psychophysical index of
whether greater emotional salience results in greater percep-
tual vividness, or EEV.

In addition to the magnitude of physical noise on the image,
perceptual vividness is related to perceptual features, or the ob-
jective salience (contrast, color, complexity etc.) of an image.
Here we used computational metrics of bottom-up image sa-
lience to control for the influence of objective salience on percep-
tual and mnemonic vividness. We further used eye movement
monitoring to examine whether EEV was related to emotional
influences on foveation. To examine whether emotions alter how
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we see rather than how we think, we ex-
amined the time course of cortical elec-
trophysiological activity associated with
emotional salience and objective noise.
Finally, to examine the cortical sites and
potential modulatory sources of EEV
we used functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI). Assessing a direct brain-
behavior relationship, we examined whether
psychophysical judgments of EEV are
supported by the visual cortices in concert
with mesial regions associated with emo-
tional salience (Lang et al., 1998; Bradley
et al., 2003).

Materials and Methods
Materials
All studies
25 negative photos and 25 positive photos were
taken from the International Affective Picture
System (IAPS). Twenty-five neutral photos were retrieved from the in-
ternet as well as the IAPS. Positive, negative and neutral images were
selected to be equivalent on basic low level image statistics, equated in log
luminance, F(2,72) � 1, and root mean square contrast, F(2,72) � 1. Posi-
tive and negative images were selected to be equivalent in ratings of
arousal, or emotional salience. Based on ratings by a separate set of par-
ticipants, negative, positive and neutral images did not differ in whether
they contained single vs multiple objects, F(2,72) � 1, p � 0.1, difficulty of
figure ground discrimination (scale of 1–7), F(2,72) � 1, p � 0.5, scene
complexity (scale of 1–7), F(2,72) � 1, p � 0.5, or number of human
figures, F(2,72) � 1, p � 0.6.

One of three levels of Gaussian all-color noise (less than standard, the
same as standard, more than standard, which was 35%, 45%, 55% in the
NE experiment and Grayscale experiment, and 10%, 15%, 20% in all
subsequent experiments) was superimposed over each image using
Adobe Photoshop 7.0. To minimize variance associated with differences
in luminance and contrast across images, the “standard” image to be used
for magnitude estimation was created to match each corresponding
“comparison” image. Matched standards were created by applying a
Gaussian kernel of 30-pixel radius to each image. In all studies except the
electrophysiological and fMRI experiments, a square wave image com-
posed of 7 equally spaced black bars was superimposed on the standards,
providing edge contrast to enhance accurate noise assessment. Standards
were all set to the intermediate level of noise density.

Procedures
NE experiment
We first examined whether emotionally salient events are associated with
enhanced experience of perceptual vividness as measured by the NE
procedure. Participants were 23 young adults (14 female, 18 –25 years),
with normal or corrected to normal vision and no history of neurological
problems, recruited from the University of Toronto campus. Two par-
ticipants’ data were excluded because average noise ratings were �2.5
SDs from the mean. Data from 21 participants (13 female) were used.

After informed consent and a brief practice session, participants per-
formed the noise magnitude estimation task. A white fixation point was
followed by the standard, shown for 2000 ms, which was given the arbi-
trary modulus value of 100. Immediately following, an image was pre-
sented for 2000 ms followed by a prompt requesting a numerical value for
the magnitude of noise superimposed over the comparison image (Fig.
1). This focused on the perceptual scaling of the objective magnitude of
noise, rather than the subjective quality of image clarity. Each image was
repeated 3 times, once at each level of noise, and image presentation was
randomized. After completing the NE task, participants rated each image
for emotional salience by rating how “emotionally arousing” each image
was. Each of the 75 photos was randomly presented without noise. Par-
ticipants were asked to use a numerical scale from 1 (the image was not

‘emotionally arousing’) to 7 (the image was extremely ‘emotionally
arousing’).

For item analyses, each measure of interest was averaged across par-
ticipants for each image used in the experiment. To obtain our emotional
salience measure, we calculated the mean emotional arousal ratings for
each image within participants and then averaged this value for each
image across participants. To obtain a measure indexing perceptual viv-
idness we calculated the inverse of the standardized NE (NE �1). As mea-
sures of objective salience we obtained several metrics for each image,
including the number of edges (an aspect of scene complexity), hue, and
a global computational metric of visual salience (Itti and Koch, 2001; Fig.
2a). Objective image statistics were computed using the Image Process-
ing Toolbox packaged with Matlab 7.0. Luminance statistics were derived
from the average log luminance (Reinhard et al., 2002). Hue was calcu-
lated using Matlab’s rgb2hsv function. Edges were detected using a
Canny edge detector with a threshold of 0.5. Lines were detected by using
a Hough transform and the number of detected lines was calculated for
each image. Visual salience has been defined as those basic visual prop-
erties, such as color, intensity, and orientation, that preferentially bias
competition for rapid, bottom-up attentional selection (Itti and Koch,
2001). While visual salience has been used to predict sequential atten-
tional selection of regions within a single image, we derived a measure of
mean global saliency for each image to control for visual salience differ-
ences between images. Visual saliency was computed by averaging the
saliency values across all image pixels using the Saliency Toolbox
(Walther and Koch, 2006).

Grayscale experiment
In a follow-up control experiment we replicated the original NE findings
when images were rendered in gray scale to control for potential influ-
ence of color on NE. Twenty-three young adults (13 females, 18 –25
years) were tested. One participant’s data were excluded due to average
noise estimation ratings that were 2.5 SDs above the mean. The materials
and procedure were identical to the NE experiment with the exception
that all stimuli were rendered in gray scale and emotional salience ratings
were not collected.

Sparse noise experiment
Here we used sparser levels of noise density, controlling for the possibility
that increased perceptual vividness for emotionally salient images was
due to possible effects of specific noise levels on image content recogni-
tion. In the same study, to demonstrate the results were not dependent on
a specific method of response, participants were asked to use an ordinal
rather than a ratio scale. Participants were 27 young adults (14 females,
18 –24 years). Images and procedures were those in the first experiment
with two exceptions: (1) Instead of typing in a number to quantify the
amount of noise of an image relative to the standard, participants used a
22 point sliding scale that ranged from “A lot less noisy” to “A lot more

Figure 1. a, NE task to assess perceptual vividness. A standard, overlaid with a constant level of noise, was given an arbitrary
value of 100. Each standard was followed by a positive, negative, or neutral image overlaid with one of 3 levels of noise. In each
trial, participants entered a number representing an estimate of the proportion of noise on the image relative to the standard. b,
Emotionally salient images were psychophysically scaled to contain less noise, i.e., were perceived as more perceptually vivid,
despite equal levels of objective noise. The right side of the image illustrates a 15% decrement in noise level from the left. c, NE
ratings for positive, negative and neutral pictures at varying levels of objective noise: 1 is less than standard, 2 is the same as
standard, and 3 is greater than standard.
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noisy,” with “The same as standard” in the center of the scale. (2) Noise
levels were 10%, 15%, and 20%, with the standard set always at 15%.

Single exposure experiment
To control for potential effects of priming on NE ratings, each stimulus
was presented only once in this version of the task. Twenty-six young
adults (18 –30 years) participated. The NE task was identical to that used
in the Sparse noise experiment except that each image was repeated only
once at one of 3 levels of noise.

Emotional salience control experiment
A control experiment was performed to confirm that the level of overlaid
noise did not influence ratings of emotional salience. Ten young adults (6
female) rated images for emotional salience at the lowest (10%) and
highest (20%) levels of noise used in the majority of the NE tasks.

Eye tracking experiment
It is possible that altered foveation patterns associated with emotional
images account for altered perceptual vividness. In a further control
study, we measured number of eye movement fixations as a measure of
overt attention. Twenty-four young adults (18 –30 years) participated.
One participant was excluded due to eye tracker calibration failure, and
two withdrew from the study before completing the task, leaving 21
participants (17 female). The NE task was identical to that used in the
Sparse noise experiment, with the following exception: To measure eye
movement patterns in response to images when not obscured by noise,
pictures were presented with 0%, as well as at 10%, and 20% noise.
Standards were presented at 15% noise. Eye movements were measured
with an Eyelink 1000 eye-tracking desktop monocular system (SR Re-
search Ltd.) and sampled at a rate of 1000 Hz. Participants sat 63 cm in
front of the computer monitor and a chin rest was used to limit head
movements. Standards and pictures were presented at a visual angle of
11.17° � 8.37°. A 9-point calibration was performed at the start of the

experiment followed by a 0-point calibration
accuracy test. Eye movement was analyzed us-
ing DataViewer software (SR Research Ltd.).
The primary measure of interest was number
of fixations per trial, which was used to quan-
tify the amount of overt attention allocated to
images in relation to noise judgment and emo-
tional salience.

Recognition memory study
To investigate the link between perceptual viv-
idness and memory vividness, participants
(N � 27, 14 female) were asked to return a
week after performing the Sparse Noise NE
task and given a surprise recognition memory
task. An additional set of images, 12 positive,
12 neutral, and 12 negative, were matched with
the Session 1 images for emotional salience,
scene content, contrast, and luminance. Partic-
ipants were shown the original 75 images and
the 36 new images. After rating an image as
new, familiar, or recollected, participants rated
the vividness of the memory for recognized
items on a scale of 1–7 (0 � new image) rang-
ing from vague to detailed. Finally, participants
rated all 111 images for emotional salience.

Cued recall study
To more closely approximate flashbulb mem-
ories and to control for the possibility that the
relation between NE �1 and memory vividness
in a recognition memory task reflects per-
ceptual vividness when the stimulus is re-
presented during test, we further conducted a
cued recall study. The NE task was identical to
that used in the Sparse noise experiment. Fol-
lowing completion of the NE task, 22 young
adults (15 female) performed a spatial working

memory task and filled out questionnaires. Forty-five minutes after com-
pletion of the NE task, participants were given a surprise cued recall task.
Participants were given a list of one-or-two word cues (e.g., computer,
dog, baby), each referring to a picture seen earlier in the task and in-
structed to describe the recalled image in writing in as much detail as
possible. Each word cue was confirmed by 2 raters as providing an accu-
rate description of the image described. Participants were instructed to
describe the photograph in sufficient detail (e.g., objects, people, appear-
ance, actions, place in the frame) that another person would be able to
identify that exact image and distinguish it from other images seen in the
task (Dolcos et al., 2004), and to include in the description any thoughts
or emotions they recalled having had when viewing the image (Levine et
al., 2002).

Two raters, blind to hypotheses, evaluated each image description
using a reference set of images used in the task, and images whose de-
scription allowed for both identification and discrimination were classi-
fied as remembered. Descriptions that did not refer to an image in the set
or that were a conflation of images were classified as not remembered. As
an objective measure of memory detail, the number of details each re-
membered image was then scored according to a modified version of the
Autobiographical Memory Scoring manual (Levine et al., 2002). Scoring
was performed by a single rater, who was blind to our hypotheses, trained
to reliability of 85% agreement against a “gold standard.” Correct re-
sponses were scored for total number of details as well as for the number
of thoughts/emotions recalled. Thoughts/emotions are details relating to
the “mental state of the subject at the time of the event,” including feeling
states, thoughts, opinions, evaluations, or beliefs (Levine et al., 2002).

Electrophysiological study
We next used a version of the NE task using event-related potentials, or
ERPs, to determine whether judgment of enhanced perceptual vividness
is reflected in the amplitude of ERPs related to perceptual rather than

Figure 2. a, For each image, images were rendered in grayscale and metrics were computed for hue, root mean square contrast,
number of edges (scene complexity), and visual saliency. b, Three-dimensional rendering of correlations between emotional
salience, visual saliency, and standardized inverse noise estimation ratings as a measure of perceptual vividness. c, Correlation
between emotional salience and ranked inverse standardized noise estimation measured after controlling for objective salience.
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conceptual processes. Data were analyzed from 31 young adults (13 fe-
male) with normal or corrected to normal vision and no history of psy-
chiatric disorders.

ERP data were collected in a version of the NE task identical to the
Sparse noise experiment with the following exceptions. To have suffi-
cient trials for ERP averaging in each image category, the level of noise on
the pictures was held constant (15%) and noise level was varied in the
standards instead. Each image was seen 3 times paired with a standard at
each of 3 noise levels (10%, 15% and 20%). To create standards that
varied as little as possible from paired images in featural characteristics,
standards were created by phase scrambling each image and adding noise
with no grating superimposed. A 1000 ms interstimulus interval was
inserted between the offset of the standard and onset of the comparison
image. Both standard and comparison images subtended a visual angle of
13° � 9.5°.

ERP data were collected using a 64-channel A.N.T. system and ana-
lyzed using EEProbe software (A.N.T. Software BV). Impedances were
reduced to �10 K� before recording. All recordings were referenced to
the right mastoid electrode. Signals were sampled at 512 Hz. Individual
EEG files were filtered using a finite impulse response filter using a 0.1–30
Hz bandpass. The continuous data were then re-referenced to the average
of the two mastoids, and rejection markers were generated using channel
thresholds (3 SDs over a sliding window of 200 ms) over frontopolar
channels FP1 and FP2 and occipital channels O1 and O2. Artifact-free
trials were averaged for each subject from 100 ms before and 1000 ms
following standard and picture onset, and baseline correction was per-
formed by subtracting the mean of the 100 ms baseline window from the
whole signal. Peak amplitudes were automatically extracted for P1 and P2
components from time windows based on grand mean data averaged
across all conditions.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging examinations
Finally, we used fMRI to examine more precisely the cortical and subcor-
tical substrates of perceptual vividness. Eighteen healthy young adult
volunteers from Queen’s University (18 –30 years) with normal or cor-
rected to normal vision and no history of psychiatric disorders partici-
pated in this study. Two participants were removed from subsequent
fMRI analysis: one had excessive movement and one misunderstood the
task, leaving 16 participants (10 female).

Localizer task. To localize category-selective regions of visual cortex,
we used a block design task that alternated blocks of line-drawings of
objects and scrambled line drawings to localize object-selective regions of
the lateral occipital complex (LOC)—an early stage in the ventral object
processing stream (Grill-Spector et al., 1998)—which we hypothesized
would mediate emotional influences on the perception of objects. The
task also included blocks of faces and places to localize other category-
selective regions of visual cortex. Each 20 s block contained 5 images
presented for 4000 ms each. Blocks alternated randomly to minimize
category predictability with 6 blocks of each image category. In each
block participants performed a 1-back task.

Noise estimation task. fMRI data were collected during a variant of the
NE ERP task where noise again was manipulated on the standard rather
than comparison images to have sufficient trials for blood oxygenation
level-dependent (BOLD) averaging in each stimulus category. Trials
were presented in 5 separate runs of 30 trials. Each image was presented
twice at 2 of 3 levels of standard noise (10%, 15% and 20%) for a total of
150 trials (50 negative, 50 positive, and 50 neutral). In each 12 s trial a
standard was presented for 1500 ms, followed by a 500 ms interstimulus
interval, followed by the picture which was presented for 1500 ms. Both
standard and comparison images subtended a visual angle of 13° � 9.5°.

After a randomly jittered interval of 1500, 2000, or 2500 ms, the sliding
scale response meter appeared for 4000 ms, followed by a randomly
jittered intertrial interval of 2000, 2500, or 3000 ms. Fifty null trials (1/3),
consisting of 12 s of fixation, were included at randomized intervals.
After the scan, participants rated each image for emotional salience with
the same procedure used in previous experiments.

fMRI acquisition. Imaging data were collected with a 3T Siemens scan-
ner using a 12-channel head coil. Both the localizer and experimental
tasks were programmed in E-prime Version 1.2 (Psychology Software

Tools). Stimuli were presented on a rear-mounted projection screen set
at a resolution of 1024 � 758. For each subject, a three-dimensional
magnetization prepared rapid-acquisition gradient echo pulse sequence
was used to acquire a high-resolution T1-weighted structural volume:
Repetition time (TR) � 1760 ms; echo time (TE) � 2.2 ms; field of view
(FOV) � 256 � 256; slice thickness � 1 mm; 176 slices; total acquisition
time � 7:32 min.

Three-dimensional (3D) field maps (coplanar with the fMRI slices)
were acquired on each subject by measuring the phase of non-echoplanar
imaging (EPI) gradient-echo images at two echo times (Jezzard and Bal-
aban, 1995; Jenkinson, 2003). Parameters for the field mapping series
were: TR � 793 ms; TE1 � 5.19 ms and TE2 � 7.65 ms; flip angle � 60;
FOV � 211 mm. A total of 35 slices were acquired with a voxel size of
3.3 � 3.3 � 3.5 mm. EPI parameters for the two functional tasks were:
TR � 2000 ms; TE � 25 ms; flip angle � 78°; FOV � 211 mm.

Preprocessing. Functional activation was determined from the BOLD
signal (Friston et al., 1995) using the software Statistical Parametric Map-
ping (SPM8, University College London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.
uk/spm/software/spm8). We removed the first 5 time points from each
functional run to allow for BOLD equilibration. After image reconstruc-
tion of the time series, we performed slice timing correction and motion
correction using spatial realignment. We next applied the 3D field maps
to unwarp the time series, thereby correcting for EPI image distortions
caused by inhomogeneities in the magnetic field and subsequently coreg-
istered individuals’ time series with their T1 weighted structural image.
The T1 image was bias-corrected and segmented using template (Inter-
national Consortium for Brain Mapping) tissue probability maps for
gray/white matter and CSF. Normalization parameters were obtained
from the tissue segmentation procedure and subsequently applied to the
time series data (resampling to 3 mm 3 voxels). Finally, time series data
were smoothed with a 6 mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel.

First-level statistical models. For each subject, first-level general linear
models were applied to localizer data and data from the NE task. Each
model included within-session global scaling (default), high-pass filter-
ing to remove low-frequency signal drift (period � 128 s), and the AR1
method of estimating temporal autocorrelation.

For the localizer data, boxcar stimulus functions were convolved with
the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). Condition-
specific regressors were included that modeled objects (line drawings)
and scrambled objects as well as faces and places.

For the experimental data, a delta function regressor was modeled for
image onset and convolved with the canonical HRF for each trial. We
included 5 parametric modulators for image onsets, described by order
of entry into the model as follows: (1) scene complexity, (2) hue, (3)
contrast, (4) mean visual saliency, (5) NE �1. The fifth NE �1 regressor of
interest was orthogonalized with respect to the objective salience regres-
sors (1– 4). Calculation of regressors 1– 4 are described in previous sec-
tions of the paper. To create the NE �1 regressor, after averaging NE �1

across participants image by image as in previous item analyses, we cal-
culated standardized residual NE �1 values after controlling for the ob-
jective noise level of the standard. That is, to probe brain activation
specifically associated with the aspect of perceptual vividness linked to
emotional salience, we removed the variance in NE �1 related to partici-
pant’s (accurate) assessment of noise level relative to the standard to
measure activation. The standardized residuals thus served as an index of
NE �1 reflecting EEV, which we used for the first-level model.

Second-level statistical models. For the localizer task, T contrast files for
each condition (object drawings, scrambled objects, places and faces)
from each individual were entered into a one-way ANOVA, with condi-
tion as the single factor. The contrast for [objects � scrambled objects]
was used to specify shape-selective activation in the LOC. Functionally
defined masks were created using 10 mm spheres around maxima acti-
vations in the group maps (51, �76, 1 and �45, �79, 1) thresholded at
p � 0.05 (familywise error, FWE). Anatomical masks for right and left
amygdala and insula were created from automated anatomical labeling
(AAL) templates (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) based on a spatially
normalized high resolution T1 single-subject dataset using the MaRS-
BAR toolbox (Brett et al., 2002). For the insula we further selected the
dorsal granular subregion identified as primary interoceptive cortex
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(Craig, 2002) using anatomically based gray-matter regions of interest
(ROIs) generated for a recent interoception study from our laboratory
(Farb et al., 2012). To isolate primary interoceptive cortex within the
insula, a mask of the long gyrus of the posterior insula, including gray
matter only, was used using methods reported previously (Farb et al.,
2012). Together, these ROIs were used for small volume correction for
the NE task. Contrast files for NE �1 were subjected to a single-sample t
test at the group level. The initial SPM was thresholded at a height thresh-
old of p � 0.005, uncorrected, with a cluster extent threshold of 10 voxels
(for rationale, see Lieberman and Cunningham, 2009). All results de-
tected at this level are reported in Table 3 (see below).

Mediation analysis. A separate first level model, including regressors
for each emotion category (positive, negative, and neutral) and standard
noise level (10%, 15%, and 20% noise), was used to extract activation for
the mediation analysis. Stimulus onsets for emotion category and stan-
dard noise level were modeled using 6 separate delta function regressors.
To characterize how the ROIs contribute to perceptual vividness, we
extracted unadjusted signal from these regions for each participant, spe-
cifically the first eigenvariate of a 3 mm radius spherical volume of inter-
est (VOI) centered on the coordinates of the peak activated voxel in each
cluster. The first level contrast [emotionally salient � neutral] was used
to center the ROI spheres to specify regions implicated in emotional
salience. ROI time series data excluded null trials. We transformed NE �1

values into an equivalent time series by convolving them with the hemo-
dynamic response. As in other item analyses reported in this study, ROI
time series and NE �1 ratings were averaged across participants—in this
case at each time point rather than for each image. At the group level,
regressions were run with ROIs as predictor variables and standardized
residual NE �1 as the dependent variable. Regression and mediation
analyses were performed in SPSS for alternate models using mediation
syntax (Preacher and Hayes, 2004) and confirmed by bootstrapping
(5000 samples).

Psychophysical interaction (PPI) analysis. The same first-level model
was used as for the mediation analysis described above. The left and right
amygdala were then used as seed regions for two psychophysiological
interaction (PPI) analyses: In each subject, unadjusted activity was first
extracted from volumes of interest (the first eigenvariate of a spherical
VOI; 3 mm radius) centered on the coordinates of the left and right
hemisphere amygdala respectively. Each PPI regressor was then calcu-
lated (using the SPM8 utility) as the volume-by-volume interaction be-
tween the deconvolved VOI time series and a binary vector coding for
emotionally salient vs neutral trials. For each participant, the PPI, con-
dition coding, and VOI regressors were then separately reconvolved with
the canonical HRF and modeled with the same specifications as the above
first-level SPMs. A positive contrast was specified for the interaction
column, reflecting activations positively related to the PPI interaction
term. At the group level contrast files were entered into a single sample t
test.

Results
In all analyses, reported p values are Greenhouse-Geisser cor-
rected when sphericity cannot be assumed and pairwise contrasts
are Bonferroni corrected. Behavioral means for all studies are
reported in Tables 1 and 2. In the key experiments reported be-
low, item analyses were used as a primary tool to probe percep-

tual vividness in relation to the emotional salience of each image
viewed in the task, while controlling for objective salience. For all
item analyses-dependent measures of interest were averaged
across participants for each image viewed in the task and sub-
jected to regression analysis.

Behavioral examinations
NE experiment
NE data were submitted to a 2-way ANOVA with picture emo-
tion (positive, negative, neutral) and noise (low, medium, high)
as repeated measures. A significant effect of noise, F(2,40) � 38.15,
p � 0.001, revealed a linear increase in estimated magnitude with
increasing objective noise, F(1,40) � 76.24, p � 0.001. Each 22%
increment in added Gaussian noise was associated with an ap-
proximate estimated 20% increase in NE, demonstrating that
participants were highly accurate in reporting relative differences
in the objective amount of noise. In addition to this sensitivity to
objective noise, a significant main effect of emotion category,
F(2,40) � 11.23, p � 0.001, revealed that negative and positive
images were judged to contain less noise relative to neutral,
F(1,40) � 22.34, p � 0.001 (Fig. 1b), and were judged on average
as 15% less noisy, despite equal levels of objective noise. NE
ratings for negative and positive images did not differ from
each other, F(1,40) � 1 (Fig. 1b). Focused analyses examining
the difference between emotional and neutral images at each
level of objective noise showed that emotional images had
lower NE at both low, F(1,80) � 42.64, p � 0.001, and high
levels of noise, F(1,80) � 43.61, p � 0.001. Importantly, this
decreased estimation of noise did not reflect decreased accu-
racy associated with distraction from the emotional content of
the images since, as Figure 2c indicates, participants were often
more likely to overestimate objective noise levels of neutral
items than emotionally salient items relative to standard.
Emotionally salient images were perceived as containing less
noise, consistent with our hypothesis that increased emotional
salience would yield increased perceptual vividness.

To further evaluate the relation between emotional salience,
objective salience and perceptual vividness as indexed by NE�1,
we next used an item analysis. Correlational analysis revealed that
subjective emotional salience was strongly correlated with NE�1,

Table 1. NE and Emotional Salience Means for all experiments

Experiment

Emotional salience NE by objective noise NE by emotion category

Negative Positive Neutral Lower Same Higher Negative Positive Neutral

NE 4.9 4.4 1.5 90.2 111.4 130.9 105.4 106.6 120.3
Grayscale 111.5 126.7 140.8 119.8 117 142.1
Sparse noise 4.8 4.2 1.5 7.7 10.3 12.2 9.6 9.9 10.7
Single exposure 4.2 3.8 1.3 9.8 11.7 13.3 11.5 11.5 12
Eye tracking 4.5 4.2 1.8 5.8 7.6 6.5 6.7 7
ERP 4.5 4.2 1.5 12.2 11.6 11.1 11.3 11.4 12.1
fMRI 4.3 4.0 1.4 8.2 7.5 6.7 7.3 7.5 7.8

NE and Grayscale experiments: NE standard � 100; Sparse noise, Single exposure, and ERP studies: NE standard � 11 Eye tracking and fMRI studies: NE standard � 7.

Table 2. Memory means

Study

Accuracy
Memory
vividness measures

Arousing Neutral Arousing Neutral

Recognition memory 0.67 0.71 3.65 3.4
Cued recall 0.43 0.40 12.02 9.71

Recognition memory accuracy: proportion of hits-false alarms. Cued recall accuracy: proportion of images correctly
recalled. Recognition memory vividness: mean memory vividness ratings per image for correctly remembered
images from 1 (vague) to 7 (vivid). Cued recall vividness: mean number of details remembered for each emotion
category.
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r � 0.62, p � 0.001 (Fig. 2b). NE�1 was also correlated with
objective visual salience, r � 0.38, p � 0.001. Thus, with increas-
ing emotional salience, images were perceived as higher in overall
visual salience, and thus more vivid. We next performed a two-
level regression with all measures of objective salience included in
the first level, and emotional salience in the second. After con-
trolling for objective characteristics, there remained a highly sys-
tematic association, R 2 � 0.45, R 2� � 0.26, p � 0.001, in which
higher emotional salience was associated with greater NE�1 (Fig.
2c). Thus, despite their similar influence on NE�1, emotional and
objective salience make dissociable contributions.

Grayscale experiment
We next replicated our NE results using grayscale images to con-
trol for the influence of color on perceptual vividness. A signifi-
cant effect of noise, F(2,42) � 10.74, p � 0.001, revealed a linear
increase in estimated magnitude with increasing objective noise,
F(1,42) � 21.48, p � 0.001, with each 22% increment in added
Gaussian noise associated with an approximate estimated 15%
increase in estimated noise. A significant main effect of emotion,
F(2,42) � 5.86, p � 0.01, revealed that both negative and positive
images were judged to contain less noise relative to neutral
images, F(1,42) � 11.60, p � 0.005, being judged on average
�20% less noisy. There was no interaction between noise level
and emotion category, p � 0.7. Thus, the effect remained
despite a dramatic change in the physical details of the images,
suggesting that it is the emotional meaning of the image that
resulted in altered NE.

Sparse noise experiment
We next replicated the results at sparser levels of noise. To min-
imize effects of noise level on image content recognition, pictures
were presented at lower levels of noise than prior studies (10%,
15%, and 20%). Again, a significant effect of noise, F(2,52) �
89.08, p � 0.001, revealed a linear increase in NE with increasing
objective noise, F(1,26) � 90.05, p � 0.001. There was also a sig-
nificant main effect of emotion, F(2,52) � 32.73, p � 0.001, with
emotionally salient images rated as more perceptually vivid than
neutral, F(1,26) � 59.46, p � 0.001. t tests revealed that while both
negative and positive images were rated as less noisy than neutral
images (p values �0.001) they did not differ in rated noisiness
from each other (p � 0.21). Again, there was no interaction
between noise level and emotion category, p � 0.7. Thus, even
with sparser noise levels we found high accuracy for objective NE,
with lower NE indicating greater subjective perceptual vividness
for emotionally salient images.

Single repetition experiment
To ensure that results were not due to differential effects arising
from repetition of emotional and neutral images (Ishai et al.,
2004), we replicated these results using a version of the task where
each image was presented only once. NE results showed the typ-
ical main effect of noise level, F(2,50) � 66.93, p � 0.001, with
higher noise ratings for higher levels of noise, F(1,25) � 76.32, p �
0.001. Thus, even with decreased power associated with only one
repetition of each image we found an effect of emotional salience,
F(2,50) � 4.95, p � 0.01, with lower noise ratings for emotionally
salient than neutral images, F(1,25) � 7.54, p � 0.01, suggesting
that emotional modulation of NE was present upon first expo-
sure to an image.

Emotional salience control experiment
Although the influence of emotional salience on NE�1 was sig-
nificant at each level of noise, suggesting objective noise levels did
not influence the impact of emotional salience on NE�1, we per-
formed a further control task to ensure overlaid noise did not
influence the ability to comprehend the emotional salience of the
stimuli. A 2 (lowest noise, highest noise) � 3 (emotion category)
repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of emo-
tion category, F(2,18) � 40.57, p � 0.001. Planned contrasts
showed that positive and negative images were rated as more
emotionally salient than neutral images at both highest and low-
est levels of noise (p values � 0.001). Importantly, there was no
main effect of noise level (p � 0.35) no emotion category by noise
interaction (p � 0.2). Thus, the levels of noise did not have an
impact on the subjective salience of emotional and neutral
images.

Eye tracking experiment
Our results suggested that emotional salience reduces NE consis-
tent with emotion-enhanced perceptual vividness. Rather than of
central origin, reduced NE could reflect deployment of periph-
eral overt attention. In a further study we measured number of
eye movement fixations as a measure of foveal sampling of im-
ages in relation to NE�1 and emotional salience. Across partici-
pants, there were more fixations associated with both lower
objective noise levels, F(2,40) � 44.28, p � 0.001, and more emo-
tionally salient images, F(2,40) � 5.44, p � 0.02, suggesting partic-
ipants viewed emotionally salient images as if they were
objectively less noisy (Fig. 3a). Mediation analysis based on an
item analysis revealed that the influence of eye movement on
perceptual vividness ratings is contingent upon the mediating
influence of the emotional salience of the stimulus, Z � 2.49, p �

Figure 3. The role of eye movements in perceptual vividness. a, Example of single subject’s eye pattern fixations as an index of foveal sampling. b, Mean number of fixations for positive, negative
and neutral pictures at each level of objective noise. c, Mediation analysis showed that, after controlling for objective salience, the influence of foveal sampling on inverse noise estimation was
mediated by emotional salience ratings, but not the reverse. [b(YX.M) designates the significance of number of fixations on perceptual vividness controlling for the mediator (emotional salience);
b(YM.X) designates the significance of emotional salience on inverse noise estimation controlling for the predictor variable].
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0.02. In contrast, mediation analysis using emotional salience as
the predictor and fixation count as the mediator revealed that
fixation count did not mediate the effect of emotional salience on
NE�1, Z � 0.06, p � 0.95. Thus, deployment of overt attention
was correlated with— but did not account for—the way in which
emotions alter perceptual vividness (Fig. 3c).

Recognition memory study
To investigate the link between perceptual and mnemonic vivid-
ness, we asked participants to return 1 week later for a surprise
recognition memory task, in which they were shown previously
seen images as well as unfamiliar images, matched with the orig-
inal images for contrast and luminance as well as valence and
emotional salience. Mean accuracy (hits-false alarms) and vivid-
ness (Mviv) ratings are reported in Table 2. There was no signif-
icant difference in corrected accuracy (hits-false alarms) or
memory vividness ratings (Mviv) between emotionally salient
and neutral trials (p values �0.15). We again used an item anal-
ysis to examine the extent to which, image by image, perceptual
vividness and emotional salience predicted how vividly an image
would be remembered. Recollection and Mviv were highly cor-
related, r � 0.79, p � 0.001, and we report results of Mviv, our
primary metric of interest, for all correctly recognized trials. To
ensure that our memory vividness measure was not driven by
accuracy, Mviv was averaged across participants only for cor-
rectly remembered images. Emotional salience was associated
with Mviv, r � 0.34, p � 0.003. Crucially, NE�1 was also corre-
lated with Mviv, r � 0.35, p � 0.002. Data were next subjected to
hierarchical regressions looking at effects of NE�1 and emotional
salience on Mviv. To control for contributions of physical sa-
lience to memory vividness, measures of objective salience were
entered at the first level. In two separate analyses, NE�1 and
emotional salience were entered at the second level. NE�1 ac-
counted for a significant portion of the variance in memory viv-
idness after controlling for objective salience (Fig. 4a), R 2 � 0.17,
R 2� � 0.08, p � 0.02, as did emotional salience, R 2 � 0.18,
R 2� � 0.09, p � 0.009. To probe whether the influence of noise
rating on Mviv was entirely mediated by emotional salience, we
entered emotional salience and perceptual vividness into the

same regression model and performed a Sobel test on memory
vividness with NE�1 as the predictor and emotional salience as
the mediating variable after controlling for objective salience
(Preacher and Hayes, 2004). Here the mediation effect was not
significant, Z � 1.46, p � 0.1, indicating that emotional salience
did not fully account for the effect of NE�1 on memory, a result
confirmed by bootstrapping (5000 samples) (Fig. 4c). We also
tested the alternative model to see whether NE�1 mediated the
influence of emotional salience on Mviv. This mediation effect
was also not significant, Z � 1.14 p � 0.1, again confirmed by
bootstrapping, suggesting NE�1 did not fully account for the
influence of emotional salience on memory. In sum, emotion-
enhanced perceptual vividness contributes to recognition mem-
ory vividness.

Cued recall study
To ensure that memory vividness in the recognition memory task
did not merely reflect the perceptual vividness when re-viewing
the image, we conducted a cued recall study. Participants pro-
vided written descriptions of remembered images 45 min after
completing the NE task. Mean accuracy and number of details are
reported in Table 2. Cued recall results revealed no effects of
emotional salience on memory accuracy. There was an effect of
emotion on overall number of details remembered F(2,46) � 7.71,
p � 0.001, with more details remembered for emotionally salient
than neutral images, F(1,23) � 5.90, p � 0.02. We again used item
analyses to probe effects of NE�1 and emotional salience on
memory vividness measured (1) as number of details for cor-
rectly remembered items and (2) as number of thoughts and
emotions—a subcategory of memory details associated with sub-
jective feelings at the time of picture viewing. Again, NE�1 was
strongly associated with emotional salience, r � 0.63, p � 0.001.
Emotional salience was also associated with number of remem-
bered details for each image, r � 0.46, p � 0.001 and number of
thoughts/emotions, r � 0.41, p � 0.001. Crucially, NE�1 was
correlated with remembered number of details r � 0.25, p � 0.02,
as well as remembered thoughts and emotions r � 0.35, p �
0.002. Moreover, after controlling for objective salience, NE�1

still accounted for variance in number of details R 2 � 0.39,

Figure 4. Relation between perceptual vividness and measures of memory vividness. a, Correlation between perceptual vividness and memory vividness in the recognition task after controlling
for objective salience. b, Correlation between inverse noise estimation and number of details recalled (a measure of memory vividness) in the cued recall task. c, Mediation analysis showed that both
emotional salience ratings and inverse noise estimation contributed to memory vividness ratings after controlling for objective salience. [b(YX.M) designates the significance of inverse noise
estimation on memory vividness ratings controlling for the mediator (emotional salience); b(YM.X) designates the significance of emotional salience on memory vividness controlling for the
predictor variable].
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R 2� � 0.04, p � 0.04, as well as number of thoughts/emotions
R 2 � 0.18, R 2� � 0.07, p � 0.02.

Electrophysiological examinations
We next used ERPs to determine whether the effect of emotional
salience on cortical activation was similar to that of decreased
levels of objective noise, and whether this common effect was
reflected in the amplitude of ERPs related to perceptual (seeing)
rather than conceptual (thinking) processes. Consistent with
connectivity between visual cortex and motivation circuits
(Amaral et al., 2003), we expected behavioral effects to be associ-
ated with ERPs linked to higher-order perceptual processes. Our
focus was on the postsensory P2, an early-to-mid-latency positive
ERP peak measured at occipitoparietal electrodes. The P2 has
been implicated in object discrimination and enhanced attention
to emotionally salient images (Carretié et al., 2004; Rousselet et
al., 2008). We also examined the P1, an early positive peak asso-
ciated with rapid, low-level sensory processing. Each ERP com-
ponent’s peak amplitudes were subjected to repeated-measures
ANOVAs with emotion (positive, neutral, negative), laterality
(right, central, left) and site (occipital, occipitoparietal) as
within-subject factors.

To investigate cortical activation in response to objective
noise independently of picture content, we first measured ERP
amplitudes following presentation of the scrambled standard.
For the P1, there was a noise level � laterality interaction F(1,30) �
4.27, p � 0.01, revealing higher amplitudes with greater levels of
noise at right occipitoparietal sites. For the P2, a noise level �
electrode site interaction, F(2,60) � 3.83, p � 0.03, revealed a
linear effect of noise level at occipital electrodes, F(1,30) � 5.67,
p � 0.02, with increasingly large amplitudes with decreasing lev-
els of noise. In summary, over the right hemisphere, the P1 mea-
suring sensory processes increased with objective noise level. In
contrast, occipital P2 amplitude mirrored the perceptual vivid-
ness effect associated with emotional salience, with greatest am-
plitudes when noise levels were lowest (Fig. 5a). Thus, the P2,

associated with object processing and completion, was a reliable
marker of objective levels of perceptual vividness.

To look at the effects of picture content while minimizing
perceptual confounds, we subtracted ERP activation following
picture presentation from activation following scrambled stan-
dard onset in each emotion condition. The first peak for this
difference wave was at the latency of the P2 (208.34 ms) at occip-
itoparietal sites. There was no peak at the latency of the P1 (Fig.
5b). Analysis of the P2 peak revealed a main effect of site, F(2,60) �
11.52, p � 0.002, with larger amplitudes at occipital sites. There
was also a main effect of emotion, F(2,60) � 6.02, p � 0.004, with
higher amplitudes for emotionally salient than neutral images,
F(1,30) � 10.21, p � 0.003. Pairwise contrasts revealed that ampli-
tudes were higher for negative (p � 0.04) and positive (p � 0.02)
than neutral pictures, and did not differ between negative and
positive (p � 0.22). Thus the P2, which peaked in amplitude over
occipital complex by 210 ms, and was greater for lower noise
images, was also greater for emotionally salient images. Emo-
tional salience augmented the salience of perceptual experience
in a manner commensurate with the effect of decreasing levels of
objective noise over occipital regions. Although indirectly related
to NE, the P2 revealed that higher order occipital cortex re-
sponded to emotional stimuli as if they were embedded in lower
noise, mirroring the psychophysical scaling of noise magnitude.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging examinations
While the ERP results suggest common timing and coarse cortical
spatial distribution between decreased noise and emotional sa-
lience, it does not indicate whether these effects are related to NE,
nor can it address the precise cortical and subcortical contribu-
tions to EEV. We next used fMRI to address the question of
whether enhanced activation in the visual cortices, as well as
other subcortical regions associated with the intensity of emo-
tional experience, accounted for EEV. Parametric analyses were
conducted to probe patterns of activation associated with NE�1

as a measure of EEV, on a trial-by-trial basis, after controlling for
objective salience. Based on previous research (Bradley et al.,
2003; Seeley et al., 2007) and our ERP findings, we used a priori
masks to constrain our results in regions hypothesized to be in-
volved in object (LOC) and affect (amygdala, insular regions as-
sociated with interoceptive sensation) perception. For each of
these regions, we applied masks that were determined function-
ally using our independent localizer (LOC) or were anatomically
derived from the AAL parcellation of the single subject MNI
template brain (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002; amygdala, insula).
These were used for small volume FWE corrected at p � 0.05 to
determine statistical significance. Small volume correction was
performed in SPM by calculating thresholds correcting for the
number of comparisons made, with the number of comparisons
defined by the number of voxels in the prespecified masks
(amygdala: 63 voxels; posterior insula: 37 voxels; LOC: 133 vox-
els). Results of the whole-brain analysis of regions modulated by
NE�1 can also be found in Table 3.

Perceptual vividness
Our primary goal was to investigate neural activation patterns
underlying our main behavioral findings of EEV. After control-
ling for objective salience (hue, contrast, scene complexity, and
mean visual saliency), activation in the left LOC (�51, �73, 1;
t(1,15) � 4.66, FWE p � 0.008, svc) and left amygdala (�24, �4,
�20; t(1,15) � 3.81, FWE p � 0.02, svc) as well as left dorsal
posterior insula (�36, �19, 10; t(1,15) � 4.09, FWE p � 0.02, svc)
(Fig. 6a; for full uncorrected results, see Table 3) modulated

Figure 5. ERP correlates of noise and emotional salience. a, ERP waves and P2 amplitudes
following the standard at each level of objective noise demonstrate increasing amplitude with
decreasing noise. b, ERP difference waves (image minus scrambled standard) and P2 ampli-
tudes showing greater amplitude for emotionally salient categories of image.
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NE�1. These results suggest that EEV was associated with both
object and emotional salience perception.

Mediation analyses
The above parametric analysis identified regions associated with
EEV. However, to more directly examine the combined contri-
butions of these regions to EEV we used statistical mediation
analyses. In particular, we theorized that given its anatomical
connectivity (Young et al., 1994) and importance in emotional
and motivational salience (Cunningham et al., 2008), the
amygdala would play a central role in mediating the relation
between perceptual cortical recruitment and EEV.

First, to examine the relative influence of amygdala and LOC
on NE�1, we performed a Sobel test on time series data (for
details on time series extraction, see Materials and Methods). Left
amygdala activation significantly mediated the effect of left LOC
on NE�1, Z � 2.6, p � 0.009. Bootstrapping estimates (5000
samples) confirmed the effect within 95% confidence intervals.
We also tested the alternative model to see whether left LOC
activation mediated amygdala influence on NE�1. The media-
tion effect was not significant, p � 0.10, again confirmed by boot-
strapping, indicating that the LOC did not account for all of the
influence of the left amygdala on perceptual vividness.

We next examined the mutual influences of posterior insula
and amygdala activation on NE�1 ratings. Amygdala activation
significantly mediated the effect of left insula on NE�1, Z � 2.53,
p � 0.01, confirmed by bootstrapping (Fig. 6c). Insula activation
did not mediate the influence of amygdala on NE�1, p � 0.10.
Thus, the amygdala mediated the relation between perceptual
cortical responses—whether originating from external (LOC)
or internal (posterior insula) experience—and the experience
of EEV.

PPI analyses
Given results indicating a key role for the amygdala and LOC in
perceptual vividness linked to emotional salience, we wanted to
further examine whether emotional salience altered functional
coupling between the amygdala and object-sensitive regions of
the occipital cortex. In a final analysis, we examined psychophys-
iological interactions (PPI), separately using the time series from
significant left and right amygdala voxels as seeds and emotion-
ally salient (positive and negative) � neutral trials as the condi-
tion coding. Significant PPIs were detected in the left LOC (�39,
�85, �2; t(1,15) � 4.78, FWE p � 0.01, svc) and right LOC (48,
�73, �2; t(1,15) � 6.31, FWE p � 0.001, svc), indicating that
emotional salience modulated functional covariance between the
left amygdala and LOC. Similarly for the right amygdala seed,
significant PPIs were detected in the left (�45, �85, �5; t(1,15) �
4.59, FWE p � 0.01, svc) and right LOC (48, �73, �2; t(1,15) �
3.78, FWE p � 0.03, svc) for emotionally salient relative to neu-
tral trials. Thus, amygdala activation predicted LOC activation

for emotionally salient but not for neutral images, suggesting that
the coactivation between amygdala and LOC is enhanced by
emotional salience.

Discussion
We demonstrate that the often-remembered vividness of emo-
tional experience is embodied in a literal enhanced vividness of
perceptual experience, or EEV, and its perceptual cortical expres-
sion. This association between emotional salience and perceptual
vividness was demonstrated using the perception of noise in a
quantitative psychophysical task. By having observers focus on
the noise, rather than image content or signal, we could system-
atically evaluate perceived magnitude of an objective physical
quantity while minimizing top down biases associated with eval-
uating image content. We further show that EEV predicts behav-
ioral measures of subsequent memory vividness, both in
recognition and recall. Consistent with the perceptual origin of
EEV, ERPs over the occipital complex at just over 200 ms showed
similar signatures for more emotionally salient images and for
lower objective levels of noise. FMRI revealed that the LOC in the
extrastriate cortex was sensitive to perceptual vividness, and that
the amygdala was the modulatory source of EEV, mediating the
influence of LOC on noise estimation. Thus, we show the often-
found heightened activation in the visual cortices may support an
increased subjective vividness of perceptual experience for emo-
tional events.

Whereas previous studies have shown that emotionally salient
images are more rapidly discriminated (Calvo et al., 2007), and
are prioritized when attentional resources are limited (Anderson,
2005), our results demonstrate that the emotional salience of
events is embodied directly in the subjective experience of visual
clarity, endowing them with a special salience. While one inter-
pretation of the data might be that participants are distracted by
the emotional content and are thus less accurate at noise estima-
tion, our results are not consistent with this interpretation. First,
the ability to accurately scale increasing levels of noise was highly
similar across image categories. Second, while viewing emotional
pictures, observer’s ratings often accurately matched the noise of
the standard. In fact, as Figure 2c indicates, participants were
often more likely to overestimate objective noise levels of neutral
items than emotionally salient items relative to standard. Thus,
although of a different neural origin, the effect of EEV we report
is similar to effects of attention, which has been shown to increase
the resolution and visual signal-to-noise ratio of perception
(Yeshurun and Carrasco, 1998). At low levels of noise, such as
those used the present study, spatial attention has been found
increase observer sensitivity to signal in low-level contrast dis-
criminations (Lu and Dosher, 1998).

Here we found EEV engaged intermediate level visual object
representations, specifically in the LOC, rather than earlier reti-
notopically mapped cortex, suggesting EEV primarily enhances
signal at a higher level of object categorization. Within the LOC,
attention and associated increased BOLD response have been
associated with both increased gain and selectivity of shape selec-
tive neurons (Murray and Wojciulik, 2004). Emotional salience,
and associated EEV, may not only amplify the neural response
but also act to sharpen the population-level response to specific
objects. This would create a more salient perception of the critical
objects central to the emotional significance of a scene (Kensinger
et al., 2011). Emotional salience has also been associated with
increased temporal sampling (Droit-Volet and Meck, 2007), sug-
gesting an additional potential mechanism underlying our find-
ings of EEV.

Table 3. fMRI results from whole-brain analysis: regions parametrically modulated
by perceptual vividness after controlling for objective salience

Brain region x y z Voxels t p

Left middle occipital
gyrus/BA 19

�51 �73 1 64 4.66 �0.001

Left insula/BA 48 �36 �19 10 28 4.09 �0.001
Left amygdala �24 �4 �20 20 3.81 0.001
Right insula/BA 48 36 �10 19 19 3.70 0.001
Left superior temporal

gyrus/BA 48
�51 �7 �5 36 3.44 0.002

The x, y, z coordinates are in MNI space. p values are uncorrected for multiple comparisons.
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The influence of emotional salience on
perceptual vividness was dissociable from
objective salience and deployment of
overt attention (eye movements), and the
relation between overt attention and per-
ceptual vividness was mediated by emo-
tional salience. That is, altered foveation
was not responsible for EEV; rather, it was
accounted for by emotional salience, con-
sistent with its central origin. Indeed,
before the first eye movement, the P2
component associated with object pro-
cessing, completion (Doniger et al., 2000;
Rousselet et al., 2008), and salience
(Straube and Fahle, 2010), was modulated
by emotional salience. We further show
the P2 was associated with both decreased
objective noise levels and increased emo-
tional salience in a manner consistent
with the psychophysical scaling of emo-
tional images as subjectively more vivid.
Thus, cortical activation at the time of the
P2 likely reflects the onset of a physiological
correlate of the “flash” surrounding emo-
tionally salient events. These data suggest
this flash is unlike a spatial “spotlight.”
Rather, as a model of arousal-biased compe-
tition suggests (Mather and Sutherland,
2011), emotional salience appears to modu-
late object-based attention, enhancing the
processing of objects that are subjectively sa-
lient to render them more physically salient
in the mind’s eye. The latency of this mod-
ulation is consistent with perceptual en-
hancement driven by extraction of image
content-not too early, reflecting altered bot-
tom up sensory processing, but not too late, reflecting only high level
conceptual processing.

We used fMRI to examine specifically the relationship be-
tween mesial hubs of motivational neural circuits, a priori de-
fined object-sensitive regions in the LOC, and their combined
role in EEV. EEV parametrically varied with activation in the
amygdala and the LOC, as well as in dorsal posterior insula. All of
the regions activated by EEV fell within a well mapped motiva-
tional salience network (Bradley et al., 2003; Seeley et al., 2007).
The amygdala sends projections to multiple levels of the ventral
stream of the visual cortex, with increasing density of projections
the further along the longitudinal fasciculus (Amaral et al., 2003),
suggesting an important role in motivational influences on object
perception and recognition. The amygdala has been associated
with emotion-driven visual cortical activation (Lim et al., 2009)
and enhanced encoding of emotionally salient stimuli under con-
ditions of diminished attention (Anderson and Phelps, 2001;
Vuilleumier et al., 2001; Lim et al., 2009)—although amygdala
influences on early perceptual processes have been challenged
(Todd and Anderson, 2009; Tsuchiya et al., 2009). The LOC re-
gion whose recruitment modulated perceptual vividness is asso-
ciated with intermediate-level object processing (Grill-Spector et
al., 1998; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000; Op de Beeck et al., 2008).
That the LOC was associated with EEV again suggests that EEV is
related to the emotional salience of objects rather than the sa-
lience of low-level features. The amygdala is also reciprocally
connected with posterior insular cortex (Mufson et al., 1981; Shi

and Cassell, 1998). It has been suggested that, in primates, the
posterior dorsal region of insula functions as primary interocep-
tive cortex, which is highly sensitive to attention (Farb et al.,
2012), mediating a physiological sense of the whole body that is
fundamental to emotional experience (Craig, 2002, 2009). Thus
our results suggest that heightened perceptual vividness is un-
likely to be purely visual, but may originate from heightened
exteroceptive and interoceptive cortical engagement.

A further question centered on whether EEV was primarily
due to the influence of extrastriate visual cortex on the amygdala
or vice versa. Under conditions of reduced attention and aware-
ness, amygdala activity may be driven by visual cortex activity
(Lim et al., 2009). In contrast, under conditions approximating
normal viewing, when attention is less challenged, the amygdala
may drive enhanced visual processing via reentrant feedback to
enhance the encoding of objects. Our formal mediation analyses
of the brain-behavior correlations revealed that the relation be-
tween LOC activation and EEV was mediated by activity in the
amygdala, rather than vice versa, suggesting a special role for
motivational circuits in reentrant processes related to object rec-
ognition (Bar et al., 2006). The amygdala also accounted for the
influence of posterior insula on EEV, potentially linking en-
hanced seeing with gut feeling (Barrett et al., 2007). PPI analysis
further revealed that amygdala activation predicted LOC activa-
tion for emotionally salient but not for neutral trials. This finding
is consistent with predictions made by models proposing that the
amygdala influences visual cortex activation in a manner similar

Figure 6. fMRI activation patterns associated with inverse standardized noise estimation as a measure of perceptual vividness
after controlling for objective salience. a, Activation map showing the contrast for inverse noise estimation after controlling for
measures of objective salience. b, Plot illustrating parametric modulation of peak amygdala activation (x, y, z: �24, �4, �17) by
inverse noise estimation. Images are sorted back to front from lowest to highest emotionally enhanced vividness. x-axis � time,
y-axis � image by image standardized inverse noise estimation, z-axis � mean � values � mean inverse noise estimation
ratings multiplied by the hemodynamic response. c, Mediation analysis showed that, time point by time point, the influence of left
LOC and left insula activation on inverse noise estimation was mediated by left amygdala activation [b(YX.M) designates the
significance of the � value for the predictor variables (LOC, insula) on inverse noise estimation controlling for the mediator
(amygdala activation); b(YM.X) designates the significance of the � value for amygdala activation on inverse noise estimation
controlling for the predictor variables].
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to— but distinct from—the influence of frontoparietal networks
supporting top-down attention (Pessoa, 2008; Cunningham and
Brosch, 2012).

Indeed, such an influence of motivational circuitry on percep-
tual vividness is in contrast with engagement of lateral frontopa-
rietal attention networks (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). While
the amygdala, LOC, and insula were associated with increased
vividness, further exploratory analysis revealed that recruitment
of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (42, 27, 22, t(1,15) � 4.62, p �
0.001, uncorrected) and posterior parietal cortex (57, �34, 49,
t(1,15) � 3.48, p � 0.001, uncorrected) was negatively correlated
with perceptual vividness. We suggest that, rather than attending
more during emotional events, individuals are attending differ-
ently, with less reliance on effortful attentional and executive
processes to enhance encoding and memory. These emotional
modulatory interactions (Kapp et al., 1994) may generate a
unique aura of salience that influences the subjective experience
of perceptual vividness in the moment (Berridge, 2003).

Our results showed that EEV predicted behavioral measures
of subsequent memory measured by recognition memory vivid-
ness and number of details remembered in a cued recall task.
Previous studies have shown that emotionally salient images are
more likely to be remembered than neutral images (Cahill and
McGaugh, 1998). In particular, emotionally salient images have
been associated with greater memory for the central, emotionally
salient, or goal-relevant elements of a scene (Kensinger et al.,
2007a; Levine and Edelstein, 2009). Such findings have been as-
sociated with greater amygdala activation (Hamann et al., 1999;
Canli et al., 2000; Kensinger et al., 2007b) as well as high-order
visual cortex activation at encoding (Kensinger et al., 2007b;
Talmi et al., 2008), and suggest that perceptual processing of
salient events may be related to heightened memory (Kensinger
et al., 2007b). The heightened vividness of emotional memories
may be manifest in enhanced perceptual vividness during initial
encoding. Here, although links between our own ERP and fMRI
findings and memory vividness remain hypothetical, we provide
novel evidence for a direct mapping between emotion-enhanced
experience of perceptual clarity and behavioral measures of mne-
monic vividness.

It is important to highlight that our results suggest enhanced
perceptual vividness contributes to, but does not entirely account
for, the heightened salience of emotional memories. We found
that after controlling for its influence on perceptual vividness,
emotional salience retains a unique contribution to memory viv-
idness. Research in non-human animals (McGaugh et al., 2002)
and humans (Nielson et al., 1996; Cahill and Alkire, 2003; Anderson
et al., 2006a) also indicates that arousal induced after encoding
influences memory consolidation to alter memory retention.
Phasic physiological arousal at encoding may interact with
more tonic arousal extending beyond initial encoding to alter
memory consolidation (Cahill and Alkire, 2003). Thus, the
influence of emotional salience and attendant arousal may
occur at multiple timescales, which combine to endow emo-
tional experiences and their associated memories with a
uniquely vivid subjective character.
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